
Confessions Of Af StockA Market Bull – Part 2
(Continued From The Last Issue)

Whyy I Don’t Sell The Core Holdingg That Looks Overvalued:
If If  believe the price is at a temporary peak and could fall (even
substantially), as long as I believe the future prospects for the company

with unusual prospects:

• The Odds Favor Holdingg Vs. Tryingy g To Sell And Buyy
Back At A LowerA  Price -- Companies that are truly great investments

highg probabilityp y of remainingf outstanding long-termg investments --
meaning ones that in coming years will likelyy be worth manyy times

what the market (and more so what a particular stock) will do in the

yet the odds of predictingf  the long-term success of thesef good stocks
are pretty high, why should I step out of anf investment I want to hold
for the long term?  That is especially so if thef stock has had a big gain

• Stock Market Down-Drafts Do Not Erase A Stock’s
Intrinsic Value -- When considering these unusual companies in

shows many examples where the stocks have subsequent prices many

hundreds of percentf over a previous peak, how crucial is it for the long
term investor that in a bear market the price may temporarily fall 10,
20, 30, even 40% before it resumes its rise?

• Successful Market Timingg To Avoid A MarketA Decline Is
So Hard To Do Because It Requiresq  Doingg TWO Thingsg Rightg --

not enoughg
buyy

it back
success at doing both
I have seen of peoplef selling and successfully buying back at a lower
price, I suspect, are dwarfed by the cases of investorsf who did not buy
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to these core holdings, I have found patience to be a 

There Is No One Single Best Way To Investg y
In Stocks

management, with a stock price that is not already
too high and then “buy-and-add

pleased with the results, leave the stock in their 
portfolio to multiply, and then go off searching

for many years and grow many hundreds of percent,
these investors would have been better off taking
part of their new investment funds and periodically
adding to their position in that company they are 

that doing this with my core stocks has given me the

successes, that I have owned for a long time, that I

approach is that by adding to the fast growing 
investments, these core holdings can get to be a 

sensible to sell off some of a too-big concentration, or

These Are The Core Long-Term Holdingsg g
In Our Family’s Portfolios – Each Of Which I y
Would Be Pleased To Buy More Of When Theiry
Prices Are At Attractive Levels:  For comparison,

Applepp
phones, computer hardware and software services 
(Up 31.1% this year + a dividend yield of 1.3%)

Berkshire Hathawayy
(Up

10.1% this year and no dividend)

CoStar Groupp
information, analytics and marketing services to
commercial real estate industry (Up 41.9% this year
and no dividend)

Costco
prices on a broad range of merchandise (Up 25.7%
this year + a dividend yield of 1%) 

Henry Scheiny
veterinary supplies, equipment and other services
(Up 20.2% this year and no dividend)

Johnson & Johnson
medical devices, personal care products (Flat this
year + a dividend yield of 2.6%)

MasterCard
provider (Up 46.5% this year + a dividend yield of 
0.5%)

Monmouth Realtyy
net-leased single tenant industrial buildings (Down
7.3% this year + a dividend yield of 4.1%)

Visa (Up
31.4% this year + a dividend yield of 0.6%)

While I have described each of these stocks at
I am not suggesting gg g

that they are right for any particular reader of this y g y p

pricesp
tend to come along during some time of negative

periodically list companies I like, I rarely make 

takes a couple of hours of working with examples 
at our 2-day Investment Seminars y and that is

want to learn more about investing from someone 
who is not selling investments (just teaching), 
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New York (Nov. 30-Dec. 1) and Chicago (Dec. 
7-8)
the day before by our 1-day Practice Transitiony
Seminar

Concluding Commentsg :  The doctors I have 
seen retire wealthy have tended to handle their
own investments in a sane and simple manner and

you have become adept at, it is a process of learning 

in investments you understand and are comfortable

Alternatives To Group Health Insurancep
For 2019
practices continue to offer traditional group health 
insurance which is not so surprising considering

are some alternatives to consider as we approach 
the 2019 policy year:

big proponents of this health care reimbursement
plan which became effective in 2017 and which we 

employer under a simple and short plan document 
to reimburse full-time employees for their out-of-

to be a replacement for the group plan that we had 

staff members who had been part of the group plan 

not
,

to reimburse

all

, the 
tax laws permit practically any conceivable health
care expense to be reimbursed, which is also not 

onlyy
reimburse the eligible employees for their personally 

plan does not permit reimbursements for anything

group insurance plan at his job, then she would not

works in our practice, because the only employees 
who now have individual insurance are the ones

If this is something you might be interested in,

This typically involves a thirty minute phone call 

,
which used to mean stop-gap insurance plans that 
could only last up to 3 months can now extend for 

individual plans, these are medically underwritten

someone who views health insurance as intended
to cover expensive catastrophic care not necessarily 
more routine procedures that can be covered out-of-

It will be far less costly - especially for y p y
younger peopley g p p

The insurance companies are just now 
determining their premium prices for next year,
and should start publishing them in the next few 
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premiums of well less

12-month coverage period and the carrier does not 
renew your coverage, you will always be eligible for 

The short-term plan should be purchased onp p
a calendar year basisy

risk being without coverage for six months, until the 

:  The other big change 

now participate in association health plans that 
are sponsored by local chambers of commerce

professional association or chamber of commerce to 

A “Cost-Plus” System For Credit Card y
Processing Is Superior To The Card Processorg p
That Is Integrated With Practice Management g g
Software
asked whether we still like cost-plus credit card 

merchant, pay the interchange rate, which is

network, plus a small markup for the processing

but it is far more transparent than a traditional
arrangement where the processor basically charges

effective rate with his current cost-plus provider is

the convenience of using the integrated processor?  

They would be to usy

200 transactions per month, which is only 10 per 

oppositepp

Students Can Claim The Education Credits
If Their Parents Do Not Claim Them As 
Dependentsp

college and the Lifetime Learning Credit for the

the person who claims the student as a dependent 

to that is that if the parent who is eligible to claim
the student as a dependent does not do so, then
the student can take the credit - even if it was the 
parent who paid the costsp p

even if the child owes no tax, 40% of the credit is 
refundable, so the student may receive $1,000 as

$2,000 per year and is available for all years of 

for the same student in the same year that the

Are You Wasting Money On Suppliesg y pp ?  For
example, in dentistryy, we typically see general
practitioners and orthodontists spending about 

dentists tend to be near the lower end of that range 
and endodontists, oral surgeons and periodontists

estimates, check with whomever is responsible for 

recently with a client whose practice we were 
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